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"K" AND THE GLOBAL ECONOMIC 
DOWNTURN 

None of us knows the duration or full impact of the current global economic downturn. However, 
as we continue to celebrate the 175th anniversary of our founding we recognize that ''K" has 
weathered severe economic challenges in the past and we will weather this one and emerge a 
stronger institution. 

A BEST VALUE 

Kiplinger's Personal Finance has cited Kalamazoo College as one of the best va lues in private 
liberal arts colleges nationwide. The College ranked 48th in the country (and tops in Michigan) 
for combining "outstanding economic value with exceptional education." 

Click here to read 

WJMD ROCKS ON 

Jack Dentler '48 inspected the shiny new broadcast booth for campus radio station WJMD in the 
Arcus Atrium of the renovated Hicks Student Center and gave it his stamp of approval. "This is a 
far cry from my room in Hoben where I used to broadcast.'' 

A GOLDEN GLOBE 

Study Abroad or Foreign Study? Whatever you call it, spending a quarter or two (or even three) 
in another part of the world has remained a cornerstone of a Kalamazoo College education for 
decades. 2008 marked the program's 50th anniversary at "K." .. 

DISTANT ATTRACTION 

Kalamazoo College has long enjoyed notoriety for sending its students out into the world. Now it 
is also focusing on quite the opposite: bringing the world to Kalamazoo. For both educational 

and economic reasons. the College has stepped up efforts to diversify .. r-----::-::-:-::---,----,---h 
Click here to read more .. 

BIO BIRTHDAYS BASH 

2009 is the year of Charles Darwin. ~includes the 200th anniversary of his birth (February 12) 
and the 150th anniversary of the publication of On the Origin of Species (November 24), his 
seminal work that essentially created the field of modern biology. 

Click here to read more 

CHANGE AGENT OPEN TO CHANGE 

Jennie Smith '08 was not expecting to attend Kalamazoo College when she visited here with a 
friend in 2003. "I wa nted her to go to the University of Michigan with me, and she was trying to 
convince me to go to 'K' with her. She ended up there and I ended up here." laughs the Traverse 
City native. 

PURSUING A PASSION 

Kalamazoo College will endure and thrive if it reanimates the K-Pian by more intentionally 
relating its elements to one another and to life after graduation. The College must also create a 
more tightly knit campus community within a demanding , yet supportive, academic environment. 

CACHE AVAILABLE 

CACHE (College ACademic and Historical Experience) -the new digital archive of College 
documents. faculty publications, and student work- gathers the historical and intellectual output 
of the College in a searchable online collection that will be preserved for to come. 

THE BEST JOB IN THE WORLD 

Craig Ross 7 6 admits he has the best j ob in the world: building ad ministrator for Portage 
Community Education, part of the Portage (Mich.) Public School system. He also admits he 

often relies on what he learned from his experiences at Kalamazoo Col r"----------h 

SHAKESPEARE'S SECRETARY 

Associate Professor of Chemistry Laura Furge delivered the College's annual Honors Day 
Lecture in November. Her talk was titled "Cancer in America and Beyond." Furge returned to her 
teaching post last fa ll after a sabbatical doing cancer research at the Van Andel Research 
Institute in Grand Rapids. 

Click here to read more 

ROLE EXPANSION 

Nyemade Cooper has always had a significant role on the Kalamazoo College Hornet women's 
basketball team. and that role has expanded in this her junior year. "I'm becoming more of a 
leader, helping the underclassmen," sa id Cooper. The 6'1" center is no stranger to making big 

L ontributions. 

PARDON OUR VIRTUAL DUST 

For a Luddite like me, the word "foundation'' connotes the concrete wa lls of the basement of my 
house. And if that foundation became cracked and outdated, I'd need to undertake its renovation 
or replacement so that my house could continue to stand. That sounds like a major project .. 

Click here to read more 

JU NSUBSCRIB E 
Because you are connected to Kalamazoo College, you're 
receiving this newsletter, "Belight." To discontinue your 
subscription to "Be light," please click the unsubscribe button. 
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"K" AND THE GLOBAL ECONOMIC DOWNTURN 

None of us knows the duration or full impact of the current global economic downturn. However, as we 

continue to ce lebrate the 175th anniversary of our founding we recognize that "K" has weathered severe 

economic challenges in the past and we will weather this one and emerge a stronger inst itution. One thing 

we know for sure is that a sound financial strategy and clear strategic plan are keys to success in a difficult 

time. "K" has both and I would like to take a minute to talk about each. 

It might be helpful to step back and consider the multiple ways through which the current global economic 

downturn might affect us. Nearly 80 percent of our operating revenue is generated through tuition and fees. 

This means that our ability to attract and retain academically gifted students, even as their families 

experience financial cha llenges, will be most important. Our other two major revenue streams are the 

spending from our endowment earnings and fund rai sing. The latter includes the Kalamazoo College Fund , 

Kalamazoo Athletic Fund, endowed gifts, and grants. Our donors, whether they support the College through 

annual funds , endowment giving , bequests, or all three. are vital always. but especially during these difficu lt 

times. I wou ld like to thank them- or, as appropriate, '1hank you" - for your generosity. Our endowment has 

dropped from more than $150 million in July to less than $117 million in mid December. Our trustee 

Investment Committee is working tirelessly to ensure that our portfolio is well balanced and that we are 

stewarding carefully Kalamazoo College's resources. 

The good news is that we are in a good cash flow situation and have no major cap ital building projects 

underway. We recently fini shed about $30 million in major upgrades to the Upjohn Library Commons and the 

Hicks Center that will serve our campus community (especially our ability to attract and retain academically 

gifted students) for years to come. Although the endowment has taken a hit. we are long term investors. We 

use a rolling 12-quarter average of endowment values to determine how much revenue is available for the 

operating budget. This will provide a temporary cush ion as we plan for 2009/2010: however. it also suggests 

that endowment earnings for the 2010/2011 academic year may be particularly limited. We do know in the 

long run our endowment will recover. 

Our financial strategy is one of conservative stewardship. We will guard against over spending of our 

endowment to meet the needs of our current situation at the expense of the future. AI the same time we are 

committed to sustaining "K's" quality and to protecting our current students. programs, and faculty and staff as 

best we can in the short term. We have very intentionally delayed the start of our 2009/2010 budgeting 

process in order to gain the best possible data to make informed forecasts regarding annual giving, 

endowment earnings, and the size incoming first-year class. We have developed a series of scenarios that 

we can implement depending on what we project. Undoubtedly, as is the case on almost every college and 

university in the country, we will need to make budget reductions. During December every department on 

campus developed a response to three scenarios. The Board of Trustees will consider a budget based on 

these factors early next month. 

A recent Chronicle of Higher Education article noted that institutions with a well-articulated strategic plan are 

likely to fare better during challenging economic times. Kalamazoo College has begun implementation of the 

Plan for Kalamazoo College's Future , which includes revitalization of the K-Pian, increased engagement of 

alumni, a larger student body that is national and internationa l in representation. and competitive 

compensation for our exceptional facu lty and staff. The strategic plan represents the framework that guides 

our programmatic and financial decision making. 

Even without the innovations proposed in the Plan for Kalamazoo College's Future, a Kalamazoo College 

education continues to be an outstanding investment that yields a lifelong return. That fact accounts for our 

longevity. During the past 175 years, we've survived every recession, depression. and financial crisis the 

country has faced. We've survived wars, fires, tornadoes. flu epidemics. Today we know we'll take our 

financial lumps just like other colleges, businesses. and individuals. But we'll survive because a Kalamazoo 

College education is an outsta nding investment that yields a lifelong return. How do we know? 

On the Collegiate Learning Assessment, a direct measure of undergraduate 

outcomes administered to students at more than 100 colleges and universities 

nationwide , ''K" placed among the top three in students' ability to think critically, 

reason analytically, solve problems, and write effectively. The K-Pian does a 

superb job of developing these abilities, which are critical to professional 

success. 

• Almost half of the students who planned to enter the job market immediately following graduation in 

2008 already had jobs as they walked across the stage in June. For those planning to go to graduate 

or professional school. 80 percent had been admitted. 

• A survey of the Class of 2007 six months after graduation showed that more than 96 percent of those 

who responded were in graduate school. had jobs, or were otherwise engaged in something that was 

of interest to them. 

• Students at "K" have a greater breadth of opportunities to participate in meaningful leadership 

experiences through campus programs and service learning. By forging a link between service and 

learning , students strengthen the local community. enhance their educational experience, and are 

prepared to build a more just, equitable, and susta inable world. As they participate in the many 

leadership opportunities on campus, they heighten their self awareness and learn to become effective 

and ethical leaders. 

• Our nationally recognized study abroad program enables our students to develop the skills many 

multinational corporati ons tell me they seek in their new hires: the ability to work as members of global 

teams, to speak a second language , and to understand cultural differences. Eighty-five percent of "K" 

students study abroad. and because our programs are both longer and more in-depth than any 

others, our students develop the capacity to be successful in our interconnected world. 

Our liberal arts mission by its nature always has been about the discovery of connections. In these turbulent 

economic times I believe a Kalamazoo College education has never been more significant. Thank you for 

your support of Kalamazoo College. That support has never been more important. 

by Eileen B. Wi/son-Oyelaran 
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A BEST VALUE 

Kiplinger's Personal Finance has cited Kalamazoo College as one of the best values in private liberal arts 

colleges nationwide. 

The College ranked 48th in the country (and tops in Michigan) for combining "outstanding economic value 

with exceptional education." The magazine ranks 100 private colleges and universities according to 

academic quality and affordability, with quality accounting for two-thirds of the total. 

Kiplinger's editor Janet Bodnar is quoted , "Families hit by the economic downturn may feel that private 

institutions are out of their financial reach. But they will be surprised by our findings. Most of the top-notch 

schools on the Kiplinger 100 offer generous financial aid packages." Kalamazoo College is one of those. 

"Kalamazoo 

College's 

academic 

quality puts us 

near the top of 

this list." 

"Most of the schools ranked above us have endowments large enough to fully 

fund all need-based scholarships and to provide financial aid packages with 

grants instead of loans," said President Eileen B. Wilson-Oyelaran. "In my 

opinion, Kalamazoo College's academic quality puts us near the top of this list. If 

we had the endowment of many of the institutions listed here, then our 

affordability would combine with our quality to make us number one.!" 

by Jim Van Sweden 
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WJMD ROCKS ON 

Jack Dentler '48 inspected the shiny new broadcast booth for campus radio station WJMD in the Arcus 

Atrium of the renovated Hicks Student Center and gave it his stamp of approval. 

"This is a far cry from my room in Hoben where I used to broadcast.'' 

lfs also a far cry from the basements of Harmon and Hicks where the station lived for several decades, and 

a back room of the Upjohn Library Commons where it spent the past three years. 

After 63 years in the shadows, WJMD radio has moved to the center of the campus universe. 

lfs also moved from the radio dial to the World Wide Web. Instead of broadcasting only to radios on the 

60-acre Kalamazoo campus. WJMD now sends its signal worldwide via the Internet 

'We're totally digital now." said Will Skora '09. current station manager. "But we're still the same 'make-it-up

as-you-go' operation that Jack Dentler and other alumni DJs say they were. 

"That's half the fun.'' 

Radio Days 

Kalamazoo College laid claim to the state's first college radio station in January 1922. when phys ics professor 

Leonard Ashby and his fledgling Radio Club launched WOAP. ''K'' students delivered livestock . c rop . and 

weather reports. Soloists, orchestras, and the Glee Club performed live mus ic. Faculty members lectured. 

And community members spoke on a range of issues. Phineas Wheat, a Kalamazoo alumnus, was noted for 

his Scottish read ings. 

Programming was limited to a couple hours in the evening so as not to blow Detroit and Chicago stations off 

the air: the WOAP signal reached a staggering 1 00-mile radius from Kalamazoo . making it one of the most 

powerful stations in the state . 

When professor Ashby took a job at another college a few years later, the station literally trave lled with him 

In 1945. Jack Dentler was a sophomore living in the south wing of Hoben Hall when he inadvertently began 

what became WJMD. Jack enjoyed playing Tommy Dorsey and other big band albums on his record player. 

Other students enjoyed it, too . and began s lipping song requests under his door. 

But some of the requests came from female students living in the north wing of the building. 

"Turned out that my little turn table was actually broadcasting a signal to radios throughout the dorm.'' 

With a little ingenuity and some cobbled together gear, Jack launched WJMD at 630 on the AM dial. Soon, he 

and some friends were borrowing records and taking turns at the microphone. Within a yea r. they had strung 

a wire t o Trowbridge Hall and published a weekly program schedule. 

The ''Yawn Patrol" started the day at 6:45AM. News, sports , and variety programs occupied evening spots 

that were not devoted to music . "Moonlight Serenade" from 10:30 to midnight, Monday through Friday nights 

was considered must-listening. Jack and friends also served as the DJs for many campus dances. 

Play-by-play of Hornet basketball games was recorded on heavy wire spools. and then hauled back to Jack's 

"studio" for broadcast the following night 

The broadcasters moved their studio to the attic of Hoben for much of the second year of operation. The 

s ignal was stronger there. but the extremes of hot and cold made for unpleasant surroundings. 

When Jack moved to ''new'' Harmon Hall in 1947, the station followed. By then, the staff had increased to 15, 

including announcers, technicians, news writers . and engineers. 

'We knew our signal was strong around the campus," said Jack. ''One day Clayton Always and I wanted to 

find out just how strong. I played mus ic while he drove his car until the s ignal faded. He called from Paw Paw 

- 20 miles away - to report that we were coming through loud and clear.'' 

How did WJMD get its call letters? ''Pure ego," said Jack M. Dentler. "Plus. WKZO was already taken.'' 

Analog to Dig ital 

By the 1960s, WJMD had become a recognized student organization with a budget and a studio in the 

basement of Hicks. But as the infrastructure grew, so did licensing restrictions. Eventually, the signal was 

limited to the immediate campus. 

There is a story. perhaps apocryphal, that students once hooked up the station's amplifier to nearby railroad 

tracks . essentially turning the nation's rail system into a giant antenna carrying the WJMD signal throughout 

the lower 48 states and parts of Canada. BeLight would enjoy hearing from alumni - anonymously, if needed -

about the ve racity of that story. 

By the 1990s, interest in WJMD had waned. The general demise of AM radio contributed. So did the rise of 

the Internet Like the rest of the population. students turned to v ideo and digital domains for personal 

expression and entertainment . 

The quirkiness of the Kalamazoo calendar also took a toll. With so many students coming and going on study 

abroad, career internships, and SIPS, maintaining organizational continuity from quarter to quarter was t ough. 

Still, hardcore radio fans remained . 

"I got into radio in high school because my old '84 Buick didnl have a cassette or CD player," said Will Skora 

'09. "When I showed up at 'K,' so few students were involved in WJMD, I got my own show in no time." 

Will witnessed the low point of WJMD interest during the 2006-07 academic year, his sophomore year. When 

the Hicks renovation began, the station moved to a small room in the library. With seniors having graduated, 

most juniors on study abroad. and few freshmen showing interest , it fell to Will and a couple other 

sophomores to keep the momentum going. 

Then their hard drive crashed. 

The station had made the switch from broadcasting v ia radio t o the Internet a few years earlier. When the 

hard drive died, so did the fledgling effort. 

'We really didn't have the manpower or financ ial support to keep things go ing," he said. 

But with a new hard drive last spring and a new home in Hicks this past fall , WJMD came back strong in 

2008. "Being so vis ible now in Hicks has helped us attract more students." said 

After 63 years 

in the shadows, 

WJMD radio 

has moved to 

the center of 

the campus 

universe. 

Will. "It demonstrates that WJMD is still important to the campus community." 

WJMD 2.0 

College administrators provide enough budget to cove r WJMD licensing fees and 

incidentals. Beyond that , DJs are largely on their own. They receive no pay and 

no money to purchase COs or downloads. 

A "garage sale" of old vinyl albums held during Homecoming '08 netted the 

station about $1 ,000. and reduced the collection of vinyl LPs t o an estimated 

5.000. No one can estimate the huge number of 45s. 

A microphone for guests t ops the wish list for new items, along with portable gear 

to broadcast live from campus and community events. [Editor's Note: Hornet 

football and men's and women's basketball games are streamed live on the Web by a for-profit company. Visit 

http:i/www.kzoo.edu/sports to tune in .] 

The cool new booth with a big window overlooking the Arcus Atrium. stands in sharp contrast to the c ramped 

corner of Jack Dentler's dorm room studio and the dingy dated basement studio in Hicks . 

Yet, some images remain constant: two turntables flanked by a mixing board . amplifier, microphone, and 

stacks of records. Fresh paint, clean ca rpet , shelves of CDs, and a small Dell computer are among the signs 

that times have changed. 

Will and about 25 DJs play an eclect ic mix of music, including bluegrass, classical, heavy metal, hip hop (his 

favorite), blues. jazz. and more, plus a few hours of talk rad io. Together they create 30 to 40 hours of live 

programming each week, mostly in the evenings. But a playlist is piped out 24/7. as long as students are on 

campus. Spring, summer and winter breaks are the only downtimes. 

WJMD staff also hopes to partner with local musicians and other campus organizat ions in order to expand 

programming opportunities. 

'We want people to know that WJMD sti ll exist s. We remain relevant and are an integral part of the campus. 

loved meeting Jack Dentler and hearing how the station operated during his time. We're still a barebones 

operation and having fun l ike he was all those years ago. And we're still part of the 'K' t radition." 

Listening to WJMD (http ://www.kzoo.edu/wjmd) requires that you have either iTunes or Winamp installed on 

your computer. Contact the WJMD request line at wjmdradio@gmail.com. 

Jack and Jean '48 (Klein) Dentler would enjoy hearing f rom classmates at hobiejack@comcast .net 

Contact Molly Ball (molly. ball@kzoo.edu) to share your WJMD story and photos, or to make a financial 

cont ribution t o the station's future . 

Photo: WJMD radio DJs Joseph Schafer '1 0 (left) and Will Sko ra '09 f lank station founder Jack M. Dentler 

'48 in the WJMD booth in the Weimer K. Hicks Student Center. Jack donated his WJMD personalized 

Michigan car license plate to the station. 

by Jeff Palmer 
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A GOLDEN GLOBE 

Study Abroad or Foreign Study? Whatever you call it. spending a quarter or two (or even three) in another 

part of the world has remained a cornerstone of a Kalamazoo College education for decades. 2008 marked 

the program's 50th anniversary at "K," and October's Homecoming Weekend was chocked full of 

opportunities to celebrate this golden milestone. 

Perhaps the most exciting of these opportunities was the arrival of eight emeriti resident directors, who came 

from Australia , France. Germany. and Spain to join the more than 850 Homecoming guests in reflecting on 

Kalamazoo's enduring program. Joe Brockington, Associate Provost for International Programs, arranged 

their visit. and the group included Andre Heintz, Sheila Klaber-Mendoza . .Anne von Thaden-Schmid!, Franz 

Rexhausen, Alison Kreuzer '71, Maurice Faure , Wenda Focke, and lan Fairnie. 

Much like the journeys of Kalamazoo College students and alumni are a testament to the depth of longevity 

of "K's" Study Abroad program, so too are li ves and careers of these directors , many of whom have worked 

with generations of "K" students. 

Andre Heintz, resident director for the duration of the Caen program. holds the distinction of having worked 

with Kalamazoo College since the first group of "K" students sailed to Europe on the S.S. Arosa Star in 

1958. In addition to having been a member of the French Resistance from 1940-1 944, Heintz served as an 

interpreter for the British Liberation .Aimy near the end of WWII. He is considered an expert on the French 

resistance movement and the events following the invasion of Normandy and has authored and co-authored 

many works on the subject. He continues to advise and guide visiting delegations, researchers, and student 

and tour groups through the area. In honor of his many achievements and long association with ''K," Heintz 

was awarded an honorary doctorate by Kalamazoo Co llege in 1990. 

Sheila Klaber-Mendoza began her association with "K's" Madrid program in 1970 when she served as the 

assistant to then-director Jose Vidal. She became the program's director in 1988 and remained so until it 

moved from the Institute lnternacional in 1996. Born and raised in New Jersey, Klaber-Mendoza spent her 

junior year in Madrid as part of Smith College's Junior Year Abroad Progra m. She married and moved to 

Madrid after receiving a Master's degree from Yale University. Aside from one year spent in St. Paul , 

Minnesota, where she received a second Master's degree, she has lived in Madrid all of her adult life. 

Anne von Thaden-Schmidt directed "K's" program in Hannover from 1971 to 1992 . Raised in Berlin during 

WWII. von Thaden-Schmid! completed her studies in Germany and Poland and li ved in Great Britain 

throughout much of the 1950s. After a number of years spent traveling around the world. she resett led in 

Germany and began teaching at Hannover University in 1969. Since her retirement. she has focused on 

English interpreting and translation. She is currently helping nuclear scientists at E-ON (the foremost 

supplier of energy in Germany) craft their lectures in English. 

Franz Rex hausen , director of the Bonn program from 1973 to 2002. began his career in international 

education as, of all things, an engineer ! Raised and educated in Germany. Rexhausen moved to California 

in 1957 to work on the construction of Minuteman rockets with k ro Jet. He continued his studies in 

engineering at Sacramento State College and , in the late-1 960s. returned to Germany to complete his 

degree at the University of Cologne. A stint as a student worker in the offi ce of the Lord Mayor of Cologne as 

a host for visiting guests and as the mayor's personal interpreter and translator for English led him to the 

University of Bonn, where he became Deputy Director of the Office of International Education. During his 

nearly 30 years in that position, he was responsible for "K's'' program and also developed ''Germany Today: 

Politi cs-Economics-Culture," an informational seri es on student exchange programs. 

Alison Kreuze r '71 was drawn to Kalamazoo College because of the opportunity to study history and spend 

her junior year abroad. Having studied in Germany as a high school exchange student. she chose Munster as 

the site for her "K" foreign study. While there, she met her future husband. who then came to "K" as an 

exchange student during her senior year. They marri ed in Stetson Chapel two days before her 1971 

graduation, settled in Munster, and both pursued Master's degrees. Kreuzer worked with ''K's" Munster 

program from the late 1970s to 1995, and she continues to advise the prog ram for Luther College. In her free 

time, Kreuzer does volunteer work with refugees. 

Maurice Faure holds the distincti on of being the longest serving and most senior resident director of any 

Kalamazoo College program worldwide. Director of the College's program in Clermont since 1968, Fa ure 

began his ca reer teaching German at the high school level and became a full professor at the University of 

Clermont in 1983. He has specialized in French. German, and general linguistics all of his professional life, 

and , in addition to his work with Kalamazoo College, has authored various articles and played a major role in 

the development of the DELF, a government-sponsored test which certifies competence in French language. 

He has also developed materials for German language education and organized academic exchange 

What ever you 

call it, spending 

a quarter or two 

(or even three) 

in another part 

of the world has 

remained a 

cornerstone of 

a Kalamazoo 

College 

education for 

decades. 

programs in Germany. The French Republic awarded him the title Chevalier dans 

l'ordre des Palmes kademiques in 1992 for his contributions to international 

understanding and furtherance of French language and culture. 

Wenda Focke's professional life has taken her down many paths. including 12 

yea rs as director of "K's" program at the University of Erlangen-Nurnberg. She 

was born in Berlin in 1938, and her schooling took her to Hamburg, .Amsterdam, 

and Leiden where she stud ied music, phi losophy, German language and 

literature, psychology and graphic design. During her 26-year marriage to Dutch 

composer Fre Focke. the two performed at concerts and spent time li ving in the 

South of Europe. where she painted and designed. She spent 25 years teaching 

German in the Netherlands. followed by three years studying psycho-gerontology 

at the University of Erlangen- Nurnberg. In 1996 she took on the role of directing 

''K's" Erlangen program. She retired in 2008 and has since taken up freelance 

writing, translation, and psycho-gerontology. 

ian Fairnie became the first resident director for Kalamazoo's program at 

Western Australia's Curtin University in 1997. As Dean of Campus Community 

Life and Director of Curtin's Service Abroad Program, Fa irnie not only worked 

with "K" students, but he also created numerous successful service learning 

opportunities for other American students and Curtin's many neighbors. In 1993 

he nurtured the creation of Curtin Volunteers !, Australia's largest student-led 

service organization. CV1 has gone on to establish the award-winning Laverton project in a remote desert 

Aboriginal community as well as John Curtin Weekend, which involves more than 600 volunteers working in 

some 250 rural communities every October. Though he recently retired from the university and as "K's" 

resident director. he still oversees some Kalamazoo College students' Integrati ve Cultural Research Projects 

and maintains contact with many of his former "K" students. 

A special Homecoming Study Abroad Convocation in Stetson Chapel honored these program directors and 

two of their important colleagues at Ka lamazoo College: former Study Abroad directors Richard Stavig and 

Joe Fugate. Alumni had the chance to meet and reminisce will all of these individuals at various points 

throughout the weekend - a highlight for the directors and their former students1 

Pictured (L to R): 

First Photo: Maurice Faure. Franz Rexhausen . .Andre Heintz 

Second Photo: Joe Fugate, Richard Stavig 

Third Photo: ian Fa irnie. Sheila Klaiber-Mendoza 

Fourth Photo: Alison Kreuzer, Anne von Thadden-Schmidt, Wenda Focke 

by Madel ene Stap 
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DISTANT ATTRACTION 

Kalamazoo College has long enjoyed notoriety for sending its students out into the world. Now it is also 

focusing on quite the opposite: bringing the world to Kalamazoo. 

For both educational and economic reasons, the College has stepped up efforts to diversify its student 

population geographically, ethnicall y. and culturally. That means attracting more students from outside of 

Michigan and from other countries. as well as enrolling more U.S. students of color. 

"The K-Pian and 50 years of study abroad show that Kalamazoo College va lues a whole-world approach to 

education," says Dean of Admission Eric Staab. 'This is another way of giving students a broader 

perspective of the world they live in and, just as importantly, of themselves." 

Kalamazoo's goal is to have a student population that is 50 percent from outside of Michigan, 7 to 9 percent 

from countries other than the United States and 20 to 25 percent U.S. students of color. That compares with a 

current enrollment that is 31 percent, 2 percent and 21 percent, respectively. 

Living and learning alongside people from other backgrounds gives students a broader understanding and 

openness toward diversity and new ideas, Staab says. 

"It exposes them to other perspectives and gives them a greater vision of the issues in the world ," he explains. 

"A student from inner-city Chicago sees the world differently than a student from the Rio Grande Valley of 

Texas or from the Pacific Rim. Together. those students will have a more interesting and engaging 

conversation in the classroom." 

Kalamazoo College President Eileen Wilson-Oyelaran believes that students who experience diversity on 

campus leave school feeling more comfortable in a global society. 

"They have a sense that wherever they find themselves they can be at home and make a home because they 

respect difference , can view the world from multiple perspectives, can adapt to new situations and have the 

ability to put themselves at the margins." she says. 

Yet preparing students for a pluralistic world is only one motivation for diversifying the campus. There's a 

pressing economic reason: to help lessen the impact of tough economic times on student enrollment. 

"If a majority of our students come from the same state or region, as they do now, we're susceptible to 

economic downturns in that state or region ," Staab explains. ''It can have a huge impact on enrollment. By 

recruiting more students from across the country and internationally, we spread the risk." 

In Michigan. home to two-thirds of the school's student body, a perpetually ailing economy has forced many 

college applicants to forego a private college education in favor of a less-expensive public college or 

university. What's more. the state's public institutions are raising their enrollment caps and becoming more 

aggressive in recruiting and financing students to compensate for continually reduced state funding. 

"Michigan families are looking harder at the bottom lines,'' Staab says. "Families choosing between 

Kalamazoo College and the University of Michigan, for example, may agree that Kalamazoo is a better place 

academically but may feel more financially secure sending their child to a public university. That's going to 

hurt our enrollment. So it's important to recruit students from economically diverse parts of the United States 

and even the world." 

Staab is no stranger to international recruitment. Prior to joining Kalamazoo College in 2006, he served for 10 

years as coordinator of international admissions at Grinnell College, a small liberal arts school in Iowa. Within 

a month of coming to Kalamazoo, he made a recruiting trip overseas, followed by another in 2007 (along with 

Coordinator of Admissions Rob Malcolm). Over the next year, international applications jumped threefold , 

from 50 in 2007 to more than 160 in 2008. 

"It's feasible that in the near future we11 see more than 500 international applications a year." says Staab, who 

plans to continue traveling abroad on a yearly basis. 

Overseas recruiting efforts currently focus on the Pacific Rim , the Caribbean and, to some extent, Europe. 

Because European students have the option of attending free universities, that market is particularly 

competitive and therefore gets lower priority. 

Staab says that the challenges of recruiting abroad are not unlike those stateside, but they tend to be 

heightened overseas. 

"One of the biggest obstacles is money. International travel costs more. And there are financial challenges for 

students as well. The overwhelming majority of international students need a significant financial package to 

be able to study in the U.S." 

To bolster recruiting efforts. Kalamazoo recently began offering need-based financial aid to international 

applicants. Although funding is limited right now. Staab hopes to see scholarship opportunities increase as 

the number of international applications trends upward. 

The College's location in the Midwest ca n be a harder sell overseas, Staab says. especially among Asians 

and Latin Americans. Asian students are drawn to the West Coast, where they expect to feel more at home 

among the area's large concentrations of Asian-Americans, and Latin American students find the southern 

states appealing because of the more moderate climate and closer proximity to home. 

Lacking opportunities to visit U.S. campuses. students rely on co llege web sites, Internet chat rooms, blogs, 

direct mailings and magazines like U.S. News & World Report and Barron's to gather information and form 

perceptions. 

High school guidance counselors can be a source of information as well, especially if they have personal 

knowledge of the schools. "We find that the best use of our time overseas is to visit the high schools directly, 

attend their college fairs , and sell Kalamazoo to their counselors," says Staab. "If we can make inroads with 

the counselors, they will talk to their students about our school." 

With so many high schools- Indonesia alone has 9,000- and so little time to spend overseas. Staab looks at 

statistical data to decide which schools to ca ll on. 

"First we identify which countries have a high percentage of students looking to come to the United States to 

study," Staab explains. "Then we look for cities with a high percentage of English-speaking students because 

those students are more-likely candidates. Then we look at individual schools in those cities. How many 

students speak English? How many want to study in the U.S.? In Bangkok, there are only four high schools I 

would consider visiting based on those criteria. In Singapore, which is an English-speaking country, there are 

many more. 

"Then you have to decide how many you can effecti vely visit in the time you have." 

Last July, the College's admissions staff had an opportunity to meet with 30 international counselors all at 

once, and right on the Kalamazoo campus. Visiting the U.S. for an international educators conference. the 

counselors participated in a bus tour of select Michigan colleges and universities that included an afternoon 

and overnight stay at Kalamazoo College. 

In a move to diversify enrollment within the U.S.- that is, increase the numbers of out-of-state students and 

students of color- the College has expanded active recruitment activities to more than 30 states, from 

California to Alaska to Florida. The southern region is getting particular attention. 
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including the Rio Grande Valley of Texas where more than 80 percent of the 

population is Hispanic- an important demog raphic in the College's quest to 

increase ethnic as we ll as geographic diversity. 

As in overseas markets, U.S. efforts target high school counselors. In addition to 

visiting schools, Kalamazoo brought eight key counselors from across the 

country to campus last summer to show them firsthand why Kalamazoo is a 

standout. 

Pdmissions reps also have been touring the country with the nonprofit group 

Colleges That Change Lives (CTCL) to capitalize on Kalamazoo College's 

national reputation as a life-changing school. The organization holds college fairs 

in major U.S. cities to connect high school students and their parents with 

schools profiled in Colleges That Change Lives, Loren Pope's best-selling admissions guide. Kalamazoo 

College is one of only 40 colleges nationwide that the author deemed worthy of recognition. 

"This book has given us great publicity, and because it's a third-party perception of the institution, it has more 

credibility than if I were to stand in front of an audience and say 'Kalamazoo College is the best college for 

you."' Staab says. 

Kalamazoo is participating in 26 CTCL college fairs this yea r. Each event draws about 400 to 500 students. 

Stepped-up efforts to diversify the student body already have paid off: the Class of 2012 was the most 

diverse the school has seen in years. And beginning this fall , a recent partnership with the Posse Foundation 

will boost those efforts yet further. The agreement calls for Kalamazoo to enroll. over the next five academic 

years, 50 high-achieving students from the Los Angeles public school system who come from ethnic and 

racial groups that are underrepresented in higher education. 

Still, Staab says, there's no time for resting on laurels. Demographics point to a steady decline over the next 

seven years in the number of U.S. students graduating from high school, promising more competition among 

colleges for students. The number of graduates will then turn sharply upward , so that 15 years from now the 

number of graduating students will be near what it is today ; however, the composition of the graduating class 

will be quite different- more Hispanic, African-American and Asian American students and fewer Caucasians. 

"A much smaller percentage of seniors will be college-bound." says Staab, "because nationally the 

percentage of Hispanic and African-American students who go on to get a bachelor's degree is far smaller 

than the percentage of Caucasian and Asian students who do." 

Studies show that Hispanic, African-American and first-generation Asian American students tend to be less 

informed about how to apply to colleges, less aware of liberal arts colleges, less able to afford higher 

education, and less knowledgeable of financial aid. In the absence of cultural changes in those populations. 

recruiting U.S. students of color will become more difficult , according to Staab. 

Whatever the challenges, Kalamazoo College will remain committed to its goal of a student population that 

reflects the world. 

"This is a strategic goal that complements everything else the College is about -that is, providing an 

internationally oriented education through its curriculum. study abroad program, SIPs. service-learning and 

externships," Staab concludes. "These approaches not only make students more employable, it educates 

them about themselves and makes them better citizens of the world." 

Photo: Eric Staab, Dean of Admission 

by Cindy Beer 
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BIO BIRTHDAYS BASH 

2009 is the year of Charles Darwin. It includes the 200th anniversary of his birth (February 12) and the 150th 

anniversary of the publication of On the Origin of Species (November 24), his seminal work that essentially 

created the field of modern biology. Kalamazoo College will mark these milestones with its own Year of 

Darwin Celebration. 

''Our special events do more than celebrate Charles Darwin,'' says Associate Professor of Biology Jim 

Langeland. In fact, they honor the very spirit of inquiry. and for that reason include artists, scientists. 

philosophers, writers. students. and teachers. 

And around whom better to center such a celebration than Charles Darwin! He was an exquisitely keen 

observer. a relentless questioner. and a careful thinker: the qualities that good science - and the liberal arts

stand for. Darwin first pondered his grand theory- evolution (or descent with modification) by natural selection 

-a full two decades before publishing On the Origin of Species. He spent the interim amassing evidence and 

analyzing the logic of his hypotheses. Twenty years of experimenting to see if his ideas were fit enough to 

survive a kind of "natural selection" of evidence. Darwin sought an enormous critical mass of evidence (and 

delayed publication until he had it) in part because of his concern regarding the reaction to his theory, given 

the prevailing orthodoxy that all species had been shaped through special acts of creation and were 

essentially fixed. He finally published his work in 1858 in order not be scooped. That year the young English 

naturalist, Alfred Russel Wallace, conceived his evolutionary theory based on fieldwork in the Malay 

Archipelago. After 150 years, the theory continues to link diverse and new biological facts into a coherent 

whole! 

To honor this achievement and the spirit it represents the College will sponsor a series of Year of Darwin 

symposia. The first- on Februa ry 12, of course - is the Year of Darwin Biology Alumni Symposium. The event 

will feature three Kalamazoo College science graduates, and "all of their work touches the area of 

evolutionary biology," says Langeland. 

Jeff Wilson '91 is assistant professor of geological sciences and the assistant curator of the Museum of 

Paleontology at University of Michigan. His research focuses on the evolution of the largest land dinosaurs 

(sauropods) during the 160 million years they roamed the earth. 

Rob Dunn '97 , assistant professor of zoology at North Carolina State University and author of the book Every 

Living Thing, studies interactions between species and the consequences of those interactions. 

Lisa Herron-Olson '00 is an infect ious diseases researcher in the pharmaceutical industry and therefore 

directly engaged in the evolutionary dance of germs "descending and modifying'' to survive the medicines 

humans make to kill them. 

The celebration continues in June with the biology department's annual Diebold Symposium. during which 

senior majors present their individualized projects. This year's speaker will be American philosopher Daniel 
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Dennett. the Austin B. Fletcher Professor of Philosophy at Tufts University 

(Medford, Mass. ) and the co-director of the Center for Cognitive Studies. He is 

the author of many books. including Darvvin's Dangerous Idea and, most recently, 

Breaking the Spell. His research interests include the philosophy of biology, 

particularly evolutionary biology and cognitive science. 

The Diebold Symposium will also be occasion to unveil the Year of Darwin Art 

Contest's winning submissions. "Last year we solicited proposals for artwork in 

the Dow [Science Building] lecture halls,'' explains Langeland. "The proposals 

had to relate thematically to evolutionary biology. We'll officially dedicate the two 

winning works in June." One is a ceramic tile work by Julia Gartrell '08 and Alison Lucas '1 0 (Dow 226); the 

second is a painting by Lenya Friesner '08 (Dow 232). 

Fall quarter's special event will occur "as close to November 24 as we can set it," says Langeland. It will 

feature a presentation by James Costa , titled "An Origin Primer: A guide to the origin and evolution of 

Darwin's 'one long argument'." Costa is the H. F. and Katharine P. Robinson Professor of Western Carolina 

University. His research concerns the ecology and evolution of social insects. He studies communication, 

group foraging dynamics, and colony genetic structure in caterpillars and sawflies. He's also interested in the 

history and philosophy of socia l insect biology. 

Photo: Jim Langeland peruses first editions of the books of Charles Darwin in the AM. Todd Rare Book 

Room in Upjohn Library Commons 

by Jim VanSweden 
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CHANGE AGENT OPEN TO CHANGE 

Jennie Smith '08 was not expecting to attend Kalamazoo College when she visited here with a friend in 

2003. 

''I wanted her to go to the University of Michigan with me , and she was trying to convince me to go to 'K' with 

her. She ended up there and I ended up here ," laughs the Traverse City native. 

Many things drew her to our hill y campus- the intimate size and passionate professors , the opportunity to 

play soccer and to study abroad. Those things all garner mention when she reflects about her years here , 

but one of the last endeavors she took on turned into an ongoing influence she credits with real lessons for 

her professional life. 

"My work with the Guilds was the best introduction to the professional world I could have asked for," Jennie 

says. "It gave me the opportunity to work with professionals in a business setting. I learned very valuable 

lessons. One is that committees and partners are a big part of the business world , and being open to change 

is key." 

Launched last January, the Kalamazoo College Guilds Initiative builds connections between students and 

alumni around issues of common interest and presents opportunities for professional networking , 

collaborative action, leadership development, and lifelong ties to Kalamazoo College. The charter guilds are 

Sustainability, Health , Business, and Justice & Peace. Jennie became student liaison for the latter. 

"Jennie was one of half a dozen seniors who were inspired by the possibilities of the guilds," says Guilds 

Director Joan Hawxhurst. "I hope it will be fun for them to look back ten years down the road and be proud of 

how they helped this get started." 

Each of the four guilds- made up of faculty, students, alumni, and community members- are open to anyone 

with a connection to Kalamazoo College, and activities range from on-campus lunches, speaking 

engagements, Friday Forums, and Passion to Profession workshops, to informal regional gatherings as far 

away as Traverse City and Washington. D.C. Each group determines the ongoing agenda and collaborative 

response to their issue. A new guild may be created if interest and support develop around a new area. 

Each guild developed a first-step event during spring term of 2008. Having acquired a passion for the work of 

the Alliance to End Hunger during a SIP internship in Washington. D. C .. Jennie had a firm idea of what the 

Peace and Justice Guild should choose as their rall ying issue. And she also had strong feelings about what 

kind of event the guild should sponsor, hoping the group would stage a multi-day conference on hunger. 

"I was so attached to this event being three days, but I had to learn how to be flexible and to take other 

people's input," says Jennie. who is proud of the Hunger Forum panel discussion the guild presented in late 

April. "I had to relax and not hold onto my ideas so rigidl y." she says. " It's been very helpful to me in my new 

work." 

Today Jennie is an education coordinator for So Others Might Eat (SOME) in Washington, D.C. , an interfaith 

organization that serves the poor with food, clothing, health care, and job training. Preceding that post, she 

served a summer internship with Urban Farming in Detroit , where she got her hands dirty cultivating healthy 

food at community gardens. She hoped to be more directly invo lved with feeding people in need at her first 

job out of college. but again, being open to change has served her well. 

"It's not exactly what I had in mind ," Jennie says about her work to help people gain job skills. "But I've grown 

to love it. I'm definitely working with people who are living with problems I want to help solve. Besides, I have 

a roommate who works at DC Kitchens, so I'm able to live vicariously through her. I'm always grilling her about 

her day." 

In a kind of connection the guilds seek to create. Jennie met up last fall with Liese I Flashenberg '67. creator of 

Through the Kitchen Door International, a culinary arts training program for low income and recent immigrant 

adults and at-risk youth. 

"I thought we'd just meet for coffee, but we went to the farmers market, and she took me home. fed me. and 

introduced me to her family. She was so we lcoming," Jennie says. 

"Jennie is an amazing example of personal and professional growth that ca n happen for students who take 

leadership roles," says Joan. "Most students come here familiar with leadership positions. But the guilds give 

the opportunity to co-lead , to collaborate , and that involves developing a different 

"My work with set of leadership skills. It was exciting to see her gain those partnership skills 

needed for sharing leadership." 

Robert Barnhart '70, Regional Director of Church World Service, was a guest 

presenter at the Hunger Forum. He was gratified to be invited back to campus, 

and has good things to say about his experience. "I think the Guilds offer a 

unique opportunity for students to network. and to put their talent. energy, and 

learning to work. I was impressed with the event," he says. "Jennie had a lot of 

passion for the project. She kept the momentum moving forward , and it was well 

organized. She did a good job , and I felt appreciated." 
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In talking about her own momentum, Jennie says her future may bring graduate 

school in public policy or social work- or it may not. Either way, Jennie's training 

and talents are rooted in service, leadership, collaboration- and flexibility. 

The Guilds' First Step Events 

Beginning just three months after a January 2008 launch , each of the four Guilds presented a "first-step" 

event that focused students, alumni, the community, and primarily a spotlight on an issue of current concern. 

The Health Guild presented a symposium, Insect-borne Diseases and Related Issue; the Business Guild 

presented a two-day event, Entrepreneurship: From Idea to Reality; and the Sustainability Guild sponsored 

two days of Earth Day festivities. 

The Justice & Peace Guild presented a Hunger Forum at Stetson Chapel in April. Sixty students. staff. and 

alumni engaged with a panel of speakers to discuss a range of topics. including the underlying causes of 

hunger such as poverty, elitism, and social inequity. Circuit Court Judge Alexander Lipsey 72 moderated, and 

other guests included Robert Barnhart '70, Regional Director of Church World Service; Anne Lipsey, 

Executive Director of Kalamazoo's hunger-fighting Loaves and Fishes; Carol Salisbury, a nurse practitioner 

with expertise in nutrition and disease: and Jordan Kough. New Site Development Manager of the 

Washington, DC-based Campus Kitchens, which helps colleges redirect unused food to people in need. 

To check in with this year's Guild activities. see guilds.kzoo.edu. 

by Katie Houston 
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PURSUING A PASSION 

Kalamazoo College will endure and thrive if it reanimates the K-Pian by more intentionally relating its 

elements to one another and to life after graduation. The College must also create a more tightly knit 

campus community within a demanding, yet supportive , academic environment. 

Those are the primary findings of M & Science, LLC , a higher education consulting firm that conducted a 

branding and positioning study based on quantitative market research of prospective students and alumni. 

Reanimation means enhancing the K-Pian in ways that will inspire our various constituencies to have strong 

feelings about the College and take action to support it. More prospective students will apply and enroll. The 

very best faculty candidates will want to teach here. More alumni will participate in campus activities and 

involve current students in their work. And more donors will support the College financiall y. M & Science 

presented its recommendations to faculty and staff on December 1 and underscored the need for boldness 

and urgency. 

The need for bold and urgent action is driven by a "perfect storm" of challenges: a national trend away from 

the liberal arts in favor of a more narrow pre-employment higher education experience: the competition from 

University of Michigan at a time when it may initiate more aggressive admission act ion to compensate for 

reduced state funding: the declining demographics of students the College has traditionally enrolled: and the 

struggling state and national economy. The Art & Science recommendations will be incorporated into the 

College's strategic plan. The final details and recommendations of that plan will be submitted to the Board of 

Trustees in March. 

The elements of the K-Pian - rigorous academics in the liberal arts, career exploration projects. study abroad. 

service-learning , and the senior individualized project- remain the bedrock of the institution's excellence and 

success. But the elements must be orga nized around the animating principle of exploring , identifying, and 

pursuing a passion . Art & Science firm's research with prospective students suggests that substantive change 

in the area of that principle would increase the number of applicants and enro llees. In other words, the market 

va lue for a ''K" education would grow, giving the College the opportunity to increase net revenue to further 

invest in its revitalization. 

A major feature of pursuing a passion wou ld be a more intense and comprehensive advising system. one that 

might more directly involve alumni through the Guilds Initiative . Other features would include more intentional 

preparation and reflection projects to precede and follow each element of the K-Pian. Such features might 

include pre-and post-study abroad seminars and special cohort activities surrounding internships , Guilds 

projects, senior theses, and service learning. Art & Science also recommends the College invest dramatically 

in activities and programs that build a close-knit community on campus, an attribute that prospective students 

consider a hallmark of Kalamazoo College and therefore expect when they arrive. 

According toM & Science, when these changes are implemented "K" can market itself as a distinctive higher 
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education option. It wou ld be the place that ensures each student explores , 

identifies. and pursues a passion by way of an individually customized K-Pian. N. 

the center of the pursuit would be a unique advising structure that helps students 

discover their interests and dig deeply into them in the classroom and outside it , 

in the U.S and in the world , during the academic year and the summer. and 

between various disciplines. Students' K-Pians (each a unique combination of 

coursework, study abroad , service learning , career projects, and the SIP) would 

derive from the exploration and pursuit of their passions , making the experiences 

that formerl y may have seemed disparate more coherent and meaningful. Driving 

this integration of various experiences would be a high level of advice and 

support for planning. refl ection. and determination of next steps. In this 

demanding and supportive environment. the campus community wou ld be united 

by a common sense of excitement beca use students would fine alumni. faculty, staff. and other students who 

share resources. ideas. and stories about their own experiences. 

The result? Students would graduate with an understanding of how to navigate the world. They would be 

sought by the employers and the graduate and professional schools that they would want to choose . And to 

whatever endeavor they pursued after graduation they would bring those qualities developed by their "K" 

experi ence: passionate interest. intellectual rigor, and the ability to get practi cal things done. 

Stay tuned for updates on a verb tense change: from the conditional "would" to a certain "is ." 

by Jim VanSweden 
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CACHE AVAILABLE 

CACHE (College Academic and Historical Experience) - the new digital archive of College documents. 

faculty publications, and student work- gathers the historical and intellectual output of the College in a 

searchable online collection that will be preserved for years to come. 

It includes all seven published College histories, and researchers can search within each book for a word or 

phrase. The digital archive also features student theses, faculty publications, and student presentations and 

posters. Student and faculty research is permanently archived in one stable location, making it accessible to 

researchers on and off campus. Creating an online presence for College scholarship also showcases the 

international prominence of our facu lty both individually and collectively. 

Another advantage of CACHE is its ability to centralize student work. Student SIPs are currently scattered 

across campus, housed in each academic department. CACHE gathers student SIPs in a central location and 

makes them available to current students as examples of previous student research. 

Through CACHE, researchers and genealogists worldwide are now able to access materials from the 

Kalamazoo College Archives. which contains valuable collections related to the history and culture of the 

College and Michigan. The Kalamazoo College .Aichives collections in CACHE feature student newspapers, 

alumni magazines, catalogs, yearbooks, and other documents of historical significance, as we ll as materials 

relating to the 175th anniversary of the College. Soon to be added are letters and journals by T.Z.R. Jones 

and E.J. Fish, two 19th-century Baptist ministers and early supporters of Kalamazoo College, which describe 

pioneer life in pre-statehood Michigan. Collections include more than documents- audio of the College fight 

song , alma mater. and Chapel bells are available in the digital archive. 

As a method of preservation, CACHE helps to ensure long-term access to scholarship and historical 

documents, keeping this material accessible -and often immediately usable -far into the future. 

Authors retain copyright for works added to CACHE and only give Kalamazoo College the ability to make the 

work available on the site. Some collections in CACHE are open to the public, while others are accessible 

only to current students. faculty, and staff due to copyright restrictions. Student theses. for example, are only 
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available to current Kalamazoo College students, faculty, and staff, while 

researchers around the globe can access photographs from the College .A! chives 

and other historical documents. 

CACHE is made possible by DSpace, software developed jointly by MIT and 

Hewlett-Packard, and NITLE (National Institute for Technology and Liberal 

Education). a non-profit organization that advances learning through digital 

technologies. Kalamazoo College and twenty-five other NITLE-member colleges 

use DSpace software to power the digital archive , while NITLE provides training 

and support. 

CACHE can be accessed through the web at: http: //reason.kzoo.edu/dspace. 

CACHE is growing, and we are always looking for more materials to add. If you 

have SIPs, yearbooks, catalogs, or other items of interest, contact 

dspace@kzoo.edu or Library Director Stacy Nowicki at 269-337-5750. 

Pictured are three members of the team that made CACHE available (1-r): 

Stacy Nowicki, Library Director; Heidi Butler, College .Aichivist. and Kathryn 

Lightcap, Graphics/Media Designer. 

by Stacy Nowicki 
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THE BEST JOB IN THE WORLD 

Craig Ross 76 admits he has the best job in the world: building administrator for Portage Community 

Education, part of the Portage (Mich.) Public School system. 

He also admits he often relies on what he learned from his experiences at Kalamazoo College. ''I've made a 

lot of mistakes in my life," Ross said. "but going to 'K' was not one of them." 

Ross's center, which received the Michigan Association of Community and .Adult Education 2006 School 

District of the Year Award, is located in a large , former elementary school on Milham Road in Portage and 

houses a number of programs. The Portage Community High School is an alternative high school and 

General Educational Development (GED) program with 220 students. Serving 700 children, Curious Kids 

Child Ca re is, according to Ross, the largest single-site childcare program in Michigan, although not all 700 

are there at any one time. There are also English as a second language, enrichment, and summer activity 

programs. 

Ross's ties to Kalamazoo College stretch back to when he was the age of one of his Curious Kids. He had 

violin lessons with Georgiana Smith when he was in the fifth grade. "That was my first exposure to 'K"' Ross 

said, "and even then something clicked that maybe thi s was where I wanted to end up." And so he did after 

graduating high school in Vicksburg, Mich. 

After he graduated from the College with a degree in history, Ross wanted to run the family farm, but for a 

variety of reasons, that didn't work out. He sold real estate and worked in the grocery business and spent 

some time in electrical engineering. "I knew those were not going to be areas that I was going to pursue 

forever, but I wanted to get a feel" for different occupations. 

He did want to teach. 

And to pursue that goal, Ross went to Western Michiga n University where he took 42 hours of classes to 

earn his teaching credentials. He has also studied in Western's English Department, took math and computer 

science courses at Kalamazoo Va lley Community College and earned an Educational Leadership M.A from 

Grand Valley State University. He plans to finish course work on his doctorate in Educational Leadership this 

fall at Eastern Michigan University, and intends to complete his dissertation in 2009. 

Ross said he once heard someone say that you should get your education first and then your training. "I've 

always felt that Kalamazoo College offers an education," he said. "Your training you can pick up later." He 

now sees the benefit of that sequence. ''I don1 think I knew enough about what I wanted to do then to make 

an intelligent decision,'' he sa id. "I had to do some other things first and then get the training." 

In 1986. Ross began his own 16-year stint as a classroom English teacher at Portage Central. He followed 

that with two years as an assistant principal there and then moved up to run the Community Education Center 

in 2004. 

While he was teaching , Ross received three Excellence in Education Significant Educator Awards, 

recognitions given to top teachers in Kalamazoo County, where Portage is located. 

Ross often put into his classrooms what he had taken away from Kalamazoo College. 

For example , Ross said he had a number of top-drawer professors at "K," one of whom. Dr. John Wickstrom. 

impressed him because "he was just so focused on the material. He was so engaged with the material that it 

was difficult not to become engaged yourself. I'd like to think I took that into the classroom. and I guess in 

retrospect I did." 

There is another reason Ross was a top teacher. 

"I liked the kids," he said. "Interestingly. many people go into education for the wrong reason- they're more 

interested in the subject matter. If you don't like kids, it's going to be a long day for you. I was fortunate 

because I enjoyed working with kids; I reall y enjoyed their development and seeing them progress through 

high school." 

The out-of-class elements of his "K'' education have also helped Ross's career. In the fall semester of his 

sophomore year, he went to Philadelphia in an urban studies program for his Career-Service internship. He 

worked in a half-way house for recovering alcoholics. 

"The program was formative for me- at a young age broadening my perspective. So many kids just don1 get 

that. 

"I constantly go back to that now in my own thinking and in discussions I have with people about issues in our 

school district," Ross sa id. ''I honestly think that most of the problems we have in this school district, in this 

building -in our country - really result from people's inability to understand the larger picture. It's true in 

education where everyone generally begins as a teacher. And as a teacher you become the king or queen of 

your own domain. so you develop this attitude about the way things work. It's myopic: your perspecti ve is 

really limited. and the difficulty is that it makes it hard to solve problems and deal with issues as things come 

up because things change. You reall y deve lop a worldview that's pretty limited. 

"That's where 'K' has always helped me ," Ross added. "Whenever I was seduced by myopia, the College 

made it easier for me to see my way out of it. " 

While Ross is proud of all the center's programs, the one closest to his heart appears to be the Portage 

Community High School. 

'We're getting more and more kids at risk. They come from poor families. or they don't have models for 
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education , or they have learning disabilities or they don't have both parents. or 

are being raised by someone else. These at-risk kids need the same advantages 

and resources that kids at the other schools get. Yes, most of them have made 

mistakes, many have court involvement and sometimes they can be a little 

unpleasant, but most of the time they are pretty decent kids. 

"Historically there's been a tendency to find ways to hide these kids and keep 

them below the radar. but it's getting to be more and more difficult to do that ," 

said Ross. "The reality is if these kids aren't in school being influenced by culture 

they're going to be out on the street being influenced by its culture. and the latter 

causes problems for society. It's encouraging that there is more recognition of 

that situation , and there is movement afoot now to develop programs like ours 

and have a place for those kids to go." 

Away from the job, Ross serves on the boards of the Michigan Association of Community and .Adult Education 

and the Portage Community Center. He is also involved with groups that promote diversity. particularly 

ERAC/CE (Eliminating Racism and Claiming/Celebrating Equality), a local organization whose goal is to 

increase racial equity. 

And since he's "a farm boy at heart ,'' Ross enjoys outdoor activities such as back packing, hunting and 

fishing, although he said he hasn't had much time for that over the past few years because he has been 

working on his doctorate. 

Ross is close to his family. His daughter Megan and her husband have a daughter and live nearby. Son 

Casey is a college junior in Michigan. while Erin recently graduated from college and works as a Spanish 

translator in a Grand Rapids medical facility. 

His passion for education is shared by his wife. "Deb is the probably the best teacher I've ever seen," he sa id. 

This fall she will begin her 33rd year teaching Spanish at Portage Central. He said that he feel s fortunate that 

they are both educators. "We can go home and talk about issues. and we have the foundational knowledge to 

understand where the other person is coming from." 

Ross's attitude toward his job is best revealed by taking a peek at his office . It looks like no one has settled in. 

The walls are plain. There's a desk that's bare except for a computer and a phone, and a meeting table with a 

few chairs near a window facing a grassy play area for children. Ross has a reason for the starkness of his 

office. "It's not mine,'' he sa id. "It belongs to everybody we serve. If somebody needs a room for a private 

consultation or to make a phone call , I'll vacate." 

Just don't expect him to vacate the best job in the world any time soon. 

by Mike Galbreath 
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SHAKESPEARE'S SECRETARY 

.Associate Professor of Chemistry Laura Furge delivered the College's annual Honors Day Lecture in 

November. Her talk was titled "Cancer in America and Beyond.'' Furge returned to her teaching post last fall 

after a sabbatical doing cancer research at the Van Andel Research Institute in Grand Rapids. Well , not 

exactly just Grand Rapids. Furge was part of an international research team headed by cancer scientist Bin 

Teh , who maintains labs in Michigan and Singapore. Countries represented by scientists on the team 

included China. England , Malaysia. Japan. France , Brazil. Taiwan. Singapore , and the U.S. 

This fact is instructive, according to Furge, underscoring the importance to science students of a liberal arts 

undergraduate experience that includes meaningful study abroad. 

In her talk Furge explored changes in the factors that influence life expectancy in countries throughout the 

world , which ranges from 32 to 82 years. Humankind's progress against infectious diseases has been the 

most significant factor in a general increase in life expectancy. A somewhat ironic measure of success in this 

area has been the increase in mortality rates due to degenerative diseases like heart disease and cancer. 

Furge spoke to an audience that was as liberal arts-ish as it was large. Nearly every department in the 

College was represented. Seeing faculty from English, art, biology, political science, sociology. physics, math, 

and economics attend a chemistry lecture seems the very elixir of the meaning of liberal arts. That the 

chemist can speak to such an audience so that its members comprehend the subject shows that (in true 

Margaret Meade fa shion) she has mastered her subject matter well enough to step from the lab. 

In deference to the varied level of scientific literacy of her audience , Furge used a metaphor to illuminate the 

molecular basis of cancer, which usually arises from "copying" errors during cell division. The instructions for 

correct division are included in a ce ll's DNA, arranged in chromosomes. 

"Every time a ce ll divides is like asking an administrative assistant tore-key Shakespeare's entire opus 

plays, sonnets, and long poems- without making a single typo," explained Furge. The vast amounts of 

genetic information contained in DNA mean a vast potential for tiny transcription errors to occur- tiny errors 

that may express in unregulated cell proliferation. 

Live long enough and likelihood of cancer increases. After all. aging isn't so much a matter of years as it is 

increased ce ll divisions - in other words more chances for Shakespeare's beleaguered transcriptionist to 

make a typo when re-keying his entire oeuvre. 

Eleven million new cases of cancer are diagnosed each year, said Furge. Each year seven million people die 

of the disease. Furge shared graphs of cancer incidence - they resemble tornado funnel clouds- and 

explained their use in the determination of cancer risk factors (there are more than just aging). 

At. the bottom of the funnel is a baseline rate of incidence for a specific cancer. For example. the baseline rate 

for stomach cancer is 3 people in 100,000 in some countries, but it ranges (think of a tornado's widening 

ascending gyre) up to 62 people per 100.000 in other countries. With that data in hand, scientists have a map 

to explore and begin to understand risk factors for specific cancers. 

"In the early 20th century lung cancer was so rare that professors would make specia l efforts to point out 

cases to their medical students noting that they were unlikely to see the disease again." said Furge. 
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Obviously new risk factors- most notably smoking - changed the incidence. 

Cancer risk factors include life style choices (such as smoking and diet). 

environmental exposures. infection. and combinations of the above. Cancer 

incidence can be affected by prevention and vaccination. Treatment is often a 

matter of surgery, radiation, or chemotherapy (the use of powerful medicines). 

Oftentimes these medicines poison healthy cells along with cancer cells. 

That's where Furge's sabbatical research comes in. She worked in the area of 

targeted drug design: building molecules that hone in on a specific genetic 

mutation (think ·~ypo") and thus confine the medicine's deadly effect to cancer 

cells alone. 

Her research focused on kidney cancer, unique among cancers for its 

refractoriness to all cancer medicines. Because of that characteristic , medicinal 

scientists have explored treatment strategies other than direct attack on kidney 

cancer cells. One of those is starvation. Kidney cancer is associated with a 

mutation of a molecule called vascular endothelial growth factor (\IEGF). The mutation causes VEGF to bind 

with a receptor. the result of which is the growth of new blood vessels that feed the tumor. A medicine has 

been developed that effectively treats the cancer by blocking \IEGF's binding. but the medicine stops working 

after six months. No one knows why. 

During her sabbatical Furge explored whether resistance to the medicine occurs because of changes in the 

way the body processes (or metabolizes) it. The hope is to attenuate whatever factors cause the resistance. 

thus prolonging the medicine's effectiveness and the li ves of patients with this particular cance r. 

Photo: Members of Laura Furge's internat ional cancer research team. 

b Jim VanSweden 
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ROLE EXPANSION 

Nyemade Cooper has always had a significant role on the Kalamazoo College Hornet women's basketball 

team, and that role has expanded in this her junior year. 

''I'm becoming more of a leader, helping the underclassmen,'' said Cooper. 

The 6'1" center is no stranger to making big contributions. Two seasons ago. her first as a Hornet. all of the 

post players were freshmen. and Cooper stepped up to lead the team in rebounding (6 .1 ) and average the 

second-highest number of points on the squad (8.5). Last season, with a year of experience behind her. she 

had four consecutive double-doubles for a career total of nine and was named MIAA Player of the Week 

during the seventh week of the season. She ended that season with the highest rebounding average (7.9) 

and the second-highest point average (12.6) . 

hld this season? Through the first nine games Cooper has led the team in scoring (18.6 points) and 

rebounding (19.2). That's in addition to her expanding leadership role. 

And all at a co llege that wasn' even on her radar in high school. 

"I actuall y didn1 hear about 'K' on my own," she said. "I was looking at the University of Michigan or Eastern 

Michiga n and was getting recruited to play basketball at Sienna Heights." 

But after discovering "K" through her high school basketball coach and looking into it, the Ypsilanti native's 

choice changed. 

"It ended up between Michigan and not playing or going to Kalamazoo and still having the opportunity to 

play," Cooper explained. "I still wa nted to play basketball, and I knew being at a school with smaller class 

sizes would be beneficial." 

The chemistry major and aspiring pediatrician has taken advantage of the small classes and the availability of 

professors as she prepares formed school. Combining academics and athletics isn1 always easy, but Cooper 

knows that her teammates will help. 
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by Jessica Maas 

"[The combined academic and athletic challenge is] difficult to do, but it makes 

you plan ahead and manage your time , and it helps to know that you're not the 

only one going through it " she sa id. "It helps to have people behind you." 

Midway through her junior season, feeling both her role on the team and her 

leadership beyond the gym develop, Cooper nevertheless knows that her time on 

the court will eventually come to an end. "I think about it now and I'm like. 'What 

am I going to do when basketball is over?"' she said. 

The team is rebuilding , but Cooper knows that the va lue of her co llegiate athletic 

experience is mostly a matter of the people she plays with and not so much the 

team's fini sh in the conference standings. ''My teammates and my friends are 

what I'm going to remember," she said. 
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PARDON OUR VIRTUAL DUST 

For a Luddite like me. the word "foundation" connotes the concrete walls of the basement of my house. And 

if that foundation became cracked and outdated, I'd need to undertake its renovation or replacement so that 

my house could continue to stand. That sounds like a major project, so I'd better prepare for some 

inconven ience and dust And though it's doubtful that a piece of my kitchen chandelier will fall during the 

process. I'll be ready just the same. 

It turns out (most non-Luddites already know) there is an informational "foundation" to an institution like 

Kalamazoo College. This virtual "foundation" is called its administrative database, and ours must change. 

The administrative database is an infrastructure most of us don~ see. and Kalamazoo College's is getting a 

needed update and upgrade. As a result, the interactions between the College and all members of its 

community will improve. But in the transition--moving mountains of informat ion from one database to a better 

one--there's bound to be some "virtual dust." Pardon us for it. This dust might express itself in information 

disruptions, or changes in personal mailing preferences. or other inconveniences as yet unforeseen. For 

example , perhaps you have been receiving your College mailings addressed to Dr. Jane Doe. a preference 

(over Ms. Jane Doe) you expressed long ago. If, as a result of the database change , your mailings revert to 

Ms. Jane Doe, we apologize, and ask that you inform us by contacting virtualdust@kzoo .edu. Feel free to do 
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this for any "dust" you experience, and it's possible you will experience no dust. 

Our "virtual foundation" is outdated and needs to be replaced. But the new 

construction is more than a necessity, according to Greg Diment, Associate 

Provost for Information Services. "It's an opportunity for the College to look at all 

of its practices and for us to work more effectively as a campus," he added. "Nld, 

ultimately, that will mean a better learning experience for students." 

So, during thi s transition, pardon our virtual dust, and let us know about any 

glitches by contacting virtualdust@kzoo.edu. 


